Previous study on muon background 
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V1997
Muon background after collimator n Options exist to get rid of them.
n Depends critically on halo fraction. If pre-linac collimation further reduces beam halo, this background should not be a problem.
n Full simulation study on the way.
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Pair backgrounds 2 Tesla, L*=2m
Current JLC baseline detector has 3 Tesla.
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Pair backgrounds (cont'd) 3 T, L*=4.3m
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Geant3+FLUKA
Neutrons produced in extraction/dump Study with V2000 optics: About 100 m long extraction line produces ~ 4x10 11 n/cm 2 /yr at IP with no shielding.
CCD radiation tolerancẽ 10 10 n/cm 2 /yr => Requires a factor of 100 reduction
Full simulation with V2002 (~140m long) optics required. 14 Source location (m from IP)
Bumps correspond to beam loss locations.
Conclusion/comments
n Geant4-based full simulation study has been launched.
n Some results on BDS/SOR.
n Past study indicates that there are solutions to keep muon/pair/neutron background level low enough for experiments.
-A new FF optics with L*~4m is available.
n Repeat simulation with updated BDS design to further quantify the above statement.
n Requires even closer international collaboration.
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V2002
Previous study on synchrotron radiation
Arrows indicate maximum divergence. † r beam pipe = 20 mm
The collimation depth is set by L* and the final Q aperture. The then conclusion is SR will not be a problem.
Full simulation (including backscattering) for a new optics is under way. -This is believed to be most serious and has been studied most.
-Simulated using GEANT3 plus FLUKA (for secondary neutrons back-scattered).
-Detector solenoidal field (curls) and L*
